Israeli H-bomb aimed at the EMS

London counters new monetary system with promises of war

With the Jan. 1 deadline for the activation of the European Monetary System but six weeks away, the City of London has activated its last reserve options for an eleventh hour sabotage of the EMS.

In order to engender a new Cuban missile crisis-style thermonuclear showdown between the United States and the Soviet Union in the coming weeks, Great Britain has activated the ultimate threat — an Israeli nuclear strike destroying Persian Gulf oil supplies.

This nuclear strike threat is the unspoken but specific content behind the flood of well-publicized statements issued by official and unofficial representatives of the Royal Institute of International Affairs in the last week that the EMS is a "war issue."

Israel's nuclear capability and intent are neither fiction nor bluff. Yet Israel's possession of atomic weapons, while true, is in itself only a cover story. What we begin to expose in the following report, and will show in greater detail in our next issue, is the body of evidence proving two interrelated and crucial facts.

First, Israel's actual nuclear strike capability is an H-bomb capability. Second, Israel got the H-bomb through a high-level British-Israeli intelligence spy ring that was and is still functioning in the United States.

In good late 1940s prose; "Israel stole the secrets of the Bomb from us."

The key to Britain's plan to employ the "Israeli card" is the current well-advanced process in the Carter Administration, through which the U.S. is being propelled, through the efforts of British agents of influence who control the National Security Council, into a face-down against the Soviet Union. The latest White House-administration policy decisions, and press signals now reaching avalanche proportions, provide more than ample documentation that the U.S. ship of state is being steered by Brzezinski, Kissinger, and Schlesinger perilously close to a thermonuclear waterfall. A series of White House decisions which in sum mean that a crisis-threatening rearmament drive is already underway, and sudden press warnings of a new Cuban missile crisis, form an unmistakable pattern.

Several high-level British-Zionist spokesmen have privately remarked of late that "we are prepared to risk World War III" to sabotage the EMS. It is clear from recent events that they are deadly serious.

The following report bares the H-bomb scandal, then looks behind it: at Carter's war-austerity budget, the EMS's latest affront to London, Europe's reply to U.S. confrontationism, and the war drive in the Mideast.

1. How U.S. traitors gave Israel the H-bomb

Like most major intelligence discoveries, this story began with what seemed to be the tail of a mouse, and ended up hauling in an elephant. A team of U.S. Labor Party investigators, tracking a group of sleazy individuals who used their credentials in the Zionist lobby to set up a phony front organization to promote fusion energy, have uncovered the spy scandal of the century.

What we are previewing here is the astonishing dossier of the nest of traitors who stole America's most fundamental atomic secrets, and gave Israel the capability to manufacture hydrogen bombs. The spy nest centers around the "Nuclear Club of Wall Street," a "covert" organization by description of its own members. Operating under the cover of partnerships in Wall Street brokerage firms, executive positions in industrial companies, and hole-in-the-wall "scientific" firms scattered through the New York Metropolitan area, members of the Nuclear Club of Wall Street are the core of the atom spy network of Israel's foreign secret intelligence, the Mossad.

These men are the most dangerous traitors in circulation now in the United States. Through their efforts, Israel has the means to provoke a third World War and destroy the United States.

To squelch any frenzied action by the Israelis, namely starting a nuclear war, the U.S. Labor Party executive has issued a call for minimum measures for world security: that the Soviet government insist that a nonnegotiable feature of the current round of Strategic Arms Limitation Talks be the immediate
nuclear disarmament of Israel; and that both superpowers declare that if Israel explodes a nuclear weapon of any sort in the Mideast or anywhere else, it will immediately be annihilated by nuclear counterattack.

The following report summarizes the evidence.

The membership roster
The membership of the Nuclear Club of Wall Street reads like a Who’s Who in Israeli intelligence, with a special focus on scientific, uranium-mining and associated capabilities. Its operating chief is Marvin Rose of Allied Chemical, the firm created by Bernard Baruch and Lazard Freres founder Eugene Meyer after World War I. Company founder Baruch was the American instrument for a British scheme to limit peaceful development of nuclear energy in the United States, dubbed here “The Baruch Plan.” Still a major stockholder and a director is Eugene Meyer’s daughter, Katherine Meyer Graham, publisher of the Washington Post, and within the press, the leading supporter of the American Zionist lobby.

President of the Nuclear Club of Wall Street is Jeffrey Friedman, partner of the Dreyfus Corporation — one of the most important, and best-identified, American financial conduits for the Mossad. It was the Dreyfus Corporation that, through the late 1960s, created and employed Investors Overseas Services, the creature of Dreyfus employee Bernie Cornfeld, as an “offshore” financial link to Mossad’s Director of Logistics, Geneva banker Tibor Rosenbaum.

Irving Harold Sherman, another director of the Nuclear Club, is a past vice-chairman of Becker Securities, owned by the top Jewish banking family Warburg’s London branch. Sherman is also close to a top New York Zionist lobby figure who served as past British intelligence station chief in New York City.

In the midst of this well-placed group of individuals appeared, in the middle of last summer, one Dr. Heinz Hora, a German-born Jew of uncertain reputation. Hora had a background that included dismissals from laser-fusion research organizations in both Italy and the United States, in part motivated by security problems, including overeager attempts to elicit sensitive information from his Soviet counterparts in laser fusion research. For the layman’s purposes, the field may be understood as the same thing as hydrogen bomb research.

Hora is the Nuclear Club’s most visible connection to the Israeli bomb program at the Soreq Nuclear Research Institute in Israel, widely known to be the production center of Israel’s atomic weapons. Hora’s twin on the Israeli side of the equation is Dr. Aaron D. Krumbein of the Soreq Institute, Israel’s chief nuclear bomb specialist.

In this investigation, Hora and Krumbein first showed up as a team during a 1976 attempt to dismantle the International Journal of Fusion Energy, a scholarly publication sponsored by the Fusion Energy Foundation. The same little cabal got together over the summer — at what Nuclear Club Chairman Myron Wein described as a “supersecret” meeting — in the boardroom of the Dreyfus Corporation at 600 Madison Avenue, on July 31. One facet of their agenda was a scheme, to be funded by former Kayser-Roth Corporation chief executive Alfred P. Slaner, for a new publication to undermine the FEF’s popular Fusion magazine. That led the investigative team right to the center of the Mossad spy-nest.

The path of the Nuclear Club’s bagman Alfred Slater criss-crossed that of the identified top leadership of Israel’s Mossad in a dozen different ways — before Slaner and Mossad spy Dr. Hora showed up in the Dreyfus Corporation’s midtown boardroom. Fellow board member of Kayser-Roth Disque D. Deane, limited partner of Lazard Freres, was an identified ringleader of a July attempt to murder U.S. Labor Party Chairman Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. A professional Mossad hitman, who served five years in a Spanish jail before he was freed in an apparent spy exchange, was brought in for part of the job: Zwi Aldoubi. The operation was coordinated through old Mossad (and earlier Haganah) professional hitman Nahum Bernstein, who now operates under cover of the Mossad-controlled “Jerusalem Foundation.” Bernstein goes back 30 years, to the old Haganah support operation, the so-called “Sonnenborn Institute,” with yet another Kayser-Roth partner: Abe Feinberg. Feinberg, in turn, ran a barely disguised Mossad financial front in New York City, the American Bank and Trust, before it went bankrupt in 1976. Former Sonnenborn Institute chief Feinberg became chairman of the American Bank and Trust after it was bought by yet another Mossad financier, David Gravier. Gravier had bought the failing, corrupted institution from the present head of the World Jewish Congress, Philip Klutznick, who operated the American Bank and Trust’s Israeli-government-owned parent company in Switzerland.

The litany goes on — and will shortly appear with full documentation — but the point is that the Nuclear Club’s links to Israel — Krumbein, Bernstein, Feinberg, Klutznick, and others — are part of the core of the Mossad leadership going back to the 1940s. Most significantly, the Nuclear Club’s little circuit nests in to the central Israeli intelligence technology-theft operation: Saul Eisenberg’s United Development Ltd. A shelf of spy novels could be written about any of these gentlemen. Virtually the whole group got together to bribe half the Argentine government in 1975 to buy Canadian instead of American nuclear reactors; Gravier and Feinberg passed the money for Saul Eisenberg, identified as a top Mossad operative in the Sept. 11, 1978 Washington Post.

Israel and the H-Bomb
The press has pumped out gallons of nonsense about Israel’s atomic capability, including black-
propaganda disinformation about ships full of enriched uranium disappearing in the Mediterranean Sea and ending up in the port of Haifa. The straight facts of the matter are that (1) Israel has not only an atomic weapon capability, but a hydrogen bomb capability; and (2) the above-named individuals, most of them traitors to their native or adopted United States, got it for Israel.

Israel's capability must be evaluated first from the standpoint that the Israeli public threat to employ nuclear weapons against Arab oil fields is deadly serious. Not a single military expert in the world doubts this. Every military planning staff in the industrial sector is familiar with scenarios for Israeli destruction of the Persian Gulf, on which the survival of the West depends. These scenarios, however, pose special problems.

What Israel is threatening to do if provoked — and military experts believe she will do — is not possible with one or two small fission warheads. Knocking out the flow of oil would require massed nuclear weapons in the order of one of the acknowledged minor nuclear powers. But Israel does not have the industrial resources to produce the large volume of enriched uranium to produce sufficient fission bombs to create this widely evaluated capability.

Israel has the technology and scientific manpower to produce fusion bombs, however, employing the scarce fissionable material to trigger a much larger amount of explosion — the hydrogen bomb. Provided that Israel's Soreq Institute could obtain detailed plans from the United States, producing hydrogen-bomb weapons would not present major technical problems: it is the only possible course of action within the parameters of current Israeli military policy. Indeed, such devices can be tested through explosions of up to five kilotons of TNT equivalent and escape seismic detection. An explosion of that size would be sufficient to test the fission device used to ignite the larger fusion reaction, and the first explosive wave of fusion material. From the standpoint of American security and elementary intelligence judgment, it may be taken for proven that Israel has thermonuclear weapons.

In the boardroom of the Dreyfus Corporation, the Nuclear Club ring could not avert a smug laugh when the Federal Bureau of Investigation warns that Soviet spies are loose in the United States stealing nuclear secrets — all of which, of course, the Soviets have long had. One of their number, Haganah hitman Maj. Louis Bloomfield, Abe Feinberg's old comrade-in-arms from the 1940s, set up the FBI's "Division Five," or counterespionage group, under British Intelligence direction during World War II. Not only did Bloomfield, creator of Mossad's "Perminex" assassination bureau, create Division Five under a British deal with J. Edgar Hoover; he cleared all new personnel as late as the 1960s!

The real atom spies, operating under business cover, move about in perfect freedom. Their political allies at the center of the American intelligence establishment — such as Zionist lobby agents Joseph Churba of Air Force Intelligence, Churba's former chief Maj.-Gen. George Keegan, and "Pentagon consultant" Edward Luttwak, among others — have full access to America's thermonuclear secrets. Their contacts, of the type of Aaron Krumbein and Saul Eisenberg, are Mossad's top specialists in scientific espionage. And their cronies Bloomfield set up the FBI's counterespionage!

—David Goldman

2. Carter's budget prepares U.S. for war

The United States is now on the path chosen more than 40 years ago by Adolf Hitler's Third Reich: financing short-term war preparations by cannibalizing the real economy, reducing overall industrial productivity, and gutting living standards.

This is the meaning of Jimmy Carter's announcement at a presidential press conference last week that his Administration's fiscal year 1980 budget would include a 3 percent increase in the military appropriation, on top of its built-in inflation escalator — in round figures, a $12-15 billion total arms boost.

Meanwhile, Carter indicated nondefense expenditures would be slashed. Some $15-20 billion below current services levels will be necessary to finance the military buildup, said Charles Schultze, chairman of Carter's Council of Economic Advisors.

Schultze emphasized that merely holding down domestic spending will not be enough. Congress will be asked to pass laws curtailing and eliminating some existing federal programs — education, pensions, jobs, and so on — so that more can be spent on weapons.

The very conscious decision to foster war production at the expense of actual economic development and social well-being was made explicit by President Carter's closest advisor, Special Assistant Hamilton Jordan, at a breakfast meeting with reporters Nov. 14. "It's a changed picture since 1976," declared Jordan, "defense has a higher priority. Because of the high rate of inflation a lot of things are going to have to take a back seat until we get a more stable economy." Making explicit that this means a drastic change in living for the U.S. population, Jordan added, "The effect of budget tightening has not been felt yet. You'll hear the screaming pretty soon, I expect. There'll be a lot of well-organized and well-intentioned groups that we're going to have to say 'no' to."
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